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ROUND ONE
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

Q1. What is the most common element in 
the earth’s atmosphere?    

Q2. If the score is love-15, what sport are 
you playing?     

Q3. Which actress is the song “Candle in 
the wind” written about?    

Q4. Who was the first Republican 
president of the United States of 
America?  

Q5. Which 15th century Italian artist’s 
name means “little barrel”? 

Q6. 'The Blue Fairy' grants wishes in 
which film? 

Q7. The name for which sport comes from 
the French word for “hooked sticks”? 

Q8. At the start of a game of Monopoly, 
how much money does each player 
have?  

Q9. Hugo Drax was the villain in which 
James Bond film?  

Q10. In Morse code which letter is shown 
by a single dot? 
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ROUND TWO
CONNECTIONS ROUND

Q1. In which film did Cliff Richard drive a 
red double-decker bus?    

Q2. Which song was a hit for The Kinks in 
the autumn of 1967?     

Q3. Which Shakespeare play features 
King Leontes of Sicilia?    

Q4. Where is the TV programme Home 
and Away set?   

Q5. Where do the Simpsons live?  

Q6. Which children’s song contains 
’jewelled grass‘, ’silk inside a chestnut 
shell‘ and ’jet planes meeting in the 
air to be refuelled‘?

Q7. What is the nickname of the South 
African Rugby Union team? 

Q8. What’s the full name of the Vampire 
slaying girl portrayed by Sarah 
Michelle Geller?  

Q9. Which woman sang the first song on 
Top of The Pops?  

Q10. What is the connection? 
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ROUND THREE
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE ROUND

Q1. Which modern Hollywood actress 
shares her name with Shakespeare’s 
wife?    

Q2.  In which country would you be if you 
found yourself at the furthest point 
from any ocean?

Q3.  Are 75% of all the countries in the 
world found north or south of the 
equator? 

Q4. There are 4 songs on The Beatles’ 
White Album which have an animal in 
the title, name any two.

Q5.  The acronym FLOTUS stands for 
what?

Q6.  What is the name of Pinocchio’s long 
suffering father? 

Q7.  The ship named Demeter brought 
which nocturnal man to England? 

Q8.  What famous style of hat originated in 
Ecuador?

Q9. Which fictional character had a 
brother called Mycroft? 

Q10.  Who, according to Shakespeare said 
“My horse, my horse, my kingdom 
for a horse”? 
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ROUND FOUR
FOOD AND DRINK

Q1. From which two words did SPAM take 
its name from? 

Q2.  What ingredient is used to flavour 
amaretto liquors and biscuits? 

Q3.  Globe and Jerusalem are types of 
which vegetable?  

Q4. What is the name of the highly diluted 
rum that was once given to British 
sailors?  

Q5. What vegetable did Mark Twain 
describe as “cabbage, with a college 
education”? 

Q6. Which fruit is used to make calvados? 

Q7.  What is Port Salut a type of?

Q8.  Which European nation were the first 
to drink tea? 

Q9.  What is the name of the famous 
Russian dancer who had a dessert 
named after her? 

Q10.  Chinese gooseberries are another 
name for which fruit? 
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ROUND FIVE
ART AND LITERATURE

Q1.  'Kiss me Kate' is a musical version of 
which Shakespeare play?  

Q2.   Which impressionist painter allegedly 
developed their signature style 
because cataracts were blurring their 
vision? 

Q3.  Which Victor Hugo novel is the basis 
for one of the West End’s longest 
running musicals?  

Q4. In which Japanese city is Madame 
Butterfly set?  

Q5.  Which artist sculpted the famous 
statue of David and painted the 
fresco in the Sistine chapel? 

Q6. Who are Homily, Pod and Arietty?  

Q7. Which ‘ahead of the times’ artist 
sketched many future inventions 
including a parachute and a 
calculator?

Q8.  What is the surname of the family that 
Paddington Bear lived with?  

Q9.   Which author’s first names were 
Herbert George? 

Q10.  Which artist first found fame with his 
paintings of cola bottles?  
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TIE BREAKER QUESTION

How much did CLIC Sargent raise 
from the sale of used stamps last year? 
(Closest  answer wins.) 


